Chief Minister directs to implement unlock arrangements effectively while following the guidelines of the Government of India

Economic, commercial and industrial activities should be started along with every possible preventive measure: CM

**Intensive patrolling in markets, highways and parks**

- Social distancing to be maintained everywhere
- Migrant labourers/workers should be provided ration kit and sustenance allowance in time-bound manner
- Regular rounds by doctors and nurses in hospitals at the time of joining shift and before leaving

**Expedite the process of setting up new testing lab in every district**

- Daily review treatment of patients in emergency services and essential surgical activities in all hospitals
- Include sanitation volunteers in surveillance committees
- Gather regular feedback about various facilities of quarantine centres, community kitchens and Covid hospitals from nodal officers

**Thermal scanning should be ensured at all the railway stations**

- For creation of more and more jobs, action plan should be prepared to make operational the sick industrial units

**Serious efforts should be made to reach the revenue targets of June month**

Lucknow: 01 June, 2020

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath Ji has directed to implement unlock arrangements effectively while following the guidelines of the Government of India. He said economic, commercial and industrial activities should be started along with every possible preventive measure. He directed to make effective patrolling system to check crowd gathering and security in the markets. Presiding over a high-level Unlock review meeting here at his official residence on Monday, the Chief Minister put emphasis on the revenue generation and said that serious efforts should be made to reach the revenue targets of June month. He directed to ensure intensive patrolling on the Highways, Markets and Parks to implement social distancing.
The Chief Minister asked to conduct quarantine centres and community kitchens system as effectively as being done earlier. He said all the migrant labourers/workers should be taken to quarantine centres and medically screened properly. Those found healthy should be sent to home quarantine along with ration kits. They should be provided ration kit and sustenance allowance in time-bound manner. He said that proper arrangements should be made for treatment of unhealthy persons. All needy persons should be given food-grain and ensure no person remains hungry in the state.

The Chief Minister said that all arrangements in the hospitals including sanitation should be in proper order so that no patient faces any discomfort. Bed sheets of the hospitals beds should be changed daily while proper electricity supply to be ensured in the hospitals, he added. Patients should be provided medicines timely. Doctors and nurses should take regular rounds. At the time of joining and before leaving after the completion of the shift, doctor and nurse must compulsorily take round and ensure necessary steps regarding treatment of patients. While directing medical education and health departments to continuously strengthen the arrangements in Covid hospitals, he said that attention should be made towards prevention of causalities by providing proper treatment to the patients.

The Chief Minister also directed to expedite the process of setting up new testing lab in every district. Immediate needs should be taken care of so that these labs are made functional in a focused manner. Treatment related activities should be enhanced in all non-covid hospitals. He directed to daily review the treatment of patients in emergency services and essential surgical activities in all the hospitals. He said that surveillance committees have a stellar role in preventing Covid-19 infection, hence these committees needed to be active in urban and rural areas. He also directed to include sanitation volunteers in the surveillance committees. Panchayati Raj and Rural Development departments are required to take necessary action in this regard. The Chief Minister observed that the effective surveillance system will help commencing several activities including intra-state bus services. He also instructed to gather regular feedback
about various facilities of quarantine centres, community kitchens and Covid hospitals from nodal officers.

The Chief Minister said that the train services are being resumed from today and keeping it in view, thermal scanning should be ensured at all the railway stations. The officers of administration, police and health department should be compulsorily deployed at railway stations to ensure scanning of every passenger. Hand bills containing details about prevention from Corona should be made available to each and every passenger, he asserted. He said that in order to create more and more jobs, an action plan should be prepared to make operational sick industrial units. Mapping of such units is also required for this purpose. The Chief Minister also asked the officials to prepare an action plan for the mango export from the state.

Those present in the meeting included Health Minister Shri Jai Pratap Singh, Chief Secretary Shri R.K. Tiwari, Agriculture Production Commissioner Shri Alok Sinha, Infrastructure and Industrial Development Commissioner Shri Alok Tandon, Additional Chief Secretary Home and Information Shri Awanish Kumar Awasthi, Additional Chief Secretary Finance Shri Sanjeev Mittal, Additional Chief Secretary Revenue Mrs. Renuka Kumar, Director General of Police Shri H.C. Awasthi, Principal Secretary Health Shri Amit Mohan Prasad, Principal Secretary Medical Education Shri Rajneesh Dube, Principal Secretary MSME Shri Navneet Sehgal, Principal Secretary Rural Development and Panchayati Raj Shri Manoj Kumar Singh, Principal Secretary Agriculture Shri Devesh Chaturvedi, Principal Secretary Labour Shri Suresh Chandra, Principal Secretary to Chief Minister Shri S.P. Goyal and Shri Sanjay Prasad, Secretary to Chief Minister Shri Alok Kumar, Director Information Shri Shishir and other senior officers.
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